In this paper we examine the task set forth by Shelah and Villaveces in [13] of proving the uniqueness of limit models of cardinality µ in λ-categorical abstract elementary classes with no maximal models, where λ is some cardinal larger than µ. In [15] and [16] we identified several gaps in the approach outlined in [13] , and we added the assumption that the union of an increasing chain of limit models is a limit model.
Introduction
Since its introduction in the 1970s, the classification of abstract elementary classes (AECs) has been guided by generalizations of Loś Conjecture [10] :
Conjecture 1 (Shelah's Eventual Categoricity Conjecture [12] ). If an AEC K is categorical in some sufficiently large cardinal λ, then K is categorical in all sufficiently large µ.
The amalgamation property seems to be key in proving categoricity transfer results related to this conjecture. In fact in 1986, Grossberg conjectured that the amalgamation property follows from categoricity [5] :
Conjecture 2. If K is an abstract elementary class categorical in a sufficiently large cardinality, then any triple of sufficiently large models from K can be amalgamated.
Some progress has been made on this conjecture, but it remains open in general. Kolman and Shelah prove that amalgamation follows from categoricity in L κ,ω -axiomatizable AECs where κ is a measurable cardinal [9] . They first prove that the uniqueness of limit models follows from categoricity and then use this to derive the amalgamation property. Another result is that categoricity in λ ≥ ω 1 in universal classes implies the amalgamation property by Vasey [20, Corollary 2] . For this result, Vasey derives the amalgamation property by working in an auxiliary class of models. The catch is that this auxiliary class does not immediately appear to be an AEC; in particular, it may fail the smoothness property (see [20, Definition 2.4 
.6(b)]).
This paper uncovers a relationship between the two distinct approaches mentioned in the previous paragraph by uniting the property of the uniqueness of limit models with smoothness. We show that under some set-theoretic and model-theoretic assumptions that categoricity implies that a property which is related to smoothness of a class (see 1 in Theorem 1 below) is equivalent to the uniqueness of limit models (see 2 below). The set-theoretic and model-theoretic assumptions are based on those originally identified by Shelah and Villaveces [13] . Theorem 1. Let µ = κ + be cardinal so that LS(K) ≤ κ. Fix n a natural number larger than zero and set λ = µ +n . Suppose that GCH holds and assume Φ χ + (S χ + cf(χ) ) for every χ satisfying κ ≤ χ < λ. If K is λ-categorical and has no maximal models, then the following are equivalent: 4 The union of an increasing chain of saturated models dense with κ-amalgamation bases M i ∈ K µ | i < α < µ + is saturated.
Theorem 1 sheds light on a long-standing problem of deriving the uniqueness of limit models from categoricity in abstract elementary classes with no maximal models begun by Shelah and Villaveces [13] . This is described in further detail in Section 3. Additionally, Theorem 1 improves the main result of [16] which is the implication 1 ⇒ 2 of Theorem 1 for λ = µ + . We begin with some preliminary definitions and results in the next section. In Section 3 we summarize the literature on the uniqueness of limit models begun by Shelah and Villaveces and outline the structure of Shelah and Villaveces' intended proof that categoricity implies the uniqueness of limit models in [13] . Section 4 explains how to negotiate saturated models when the amalgamation property is not assumed. Then, in Section 5 we work on the implication 1 ⇒ 2 of Theorem 1. We confirm that the error in the proof that reduced towers are continuous mentioned in [16] can be addressed by proving µ-symmetry. We verify that the proofs in the series of papers [17] and [18] can be adapted to this setting in which the full amalgamation property is not assumed. From this we get not only the equivalence of µ-symmetry and the statement that reduced towers are continuous, but also the fact that µ + -categoricity implies µ-symmetry. We then adopt [18] to this setting to transfer the µ +(n−1) -symmetry down to µ. Finally, Section 6 contains the remainder of the proof of Theorem 1.
We tackle the adaptation of the proofs from [18] and [19] in an upcoming paper which will be used to improve Theorem 1 by requiring only that µ < λ.
Background
For the history of the literature surrounding the uniqueness of limit models and the preliminary definitions and notation (e.g. abstract elementary classes, Galois-types, stability, Φ µ + (S µ + cf(µ) ), etc.), we refer the reader to [15] , [8] , and [3] . Here we will review a few of the concepts that we use explicitly in the proof of Theorem 1.
Although we will not have the full amalgamation property at our disposal in this paper, we do have enough amalgamation to carry out several arguments. Here we recall the level of amalgamation that we are guaranteed in the context of Theorem 1.
Definition 1.
An amalgamation base is a model M ∈ K µ for which any two models of cardinality µ extending M in K can be amalgamated. That is for every M 1 , M 2 ∈ K µ with M ≺ K M 1 , M 2 , there is M * ∈ K µ and K-embeddings f 1 and f 2 so that the following diagram commutes:
The set-theoretic assumption Φ µ + (S µ + cf(µ) ) along with categoricity above µ imply the density of amalgamation bases of cardinality µ:
Fact 1 (Theorem 1.2.5 of [13] or see Lemma 1.2.23 of [15] ). Suppose that
Assume that K is categorical in λ and µ < λ. Then for every M ∈ K λ and N ≺ K M of cardinality µ, there exists an amalgamation base
Definition 2. For µ ≥ LS(K) and θ a limit ordinal < µ + , we say that M ∈ K µ is a (µ, θ)-limit model if there exists an increasing and continuous sequence of amalgamation bases M i ∈ K µ | i < θ so that M = i<θ M i and M i+1 is universal over M i . In this case we say that M is a (µ, θ)-limit model over M 0 . We also say M is a limit model if there is a limit ordinal θ < µ + for which M is a (µ, θ)-limit model.
In the context of Theorem 1, limit models are amalgamation bases: Fact 2 (Fact 1.3.10 of [13] or Theorem 1.3.13 of [15] ). Suppose that K has no maximal models and is categorical in λ and that µ is a cardinal with λ > µ ≥ LS(K). Assume that GCH holds. Then any limit model of cardinality µ is an amalgamation base. Additionally, for every amalgamation base M ∈ K µ and for every limit ordinal θ < µ + , there exists a (µ, θ)-limit model M ′ over M.
By µ
+ -many repeated applications of Fact 2, for any amalgamation base M ∈ K µ we can find a (µ, µ + )-limit model over M. This model is saturated and will serve as a replacement for a monster model. We will use C to denote such a model in the following sections.
Remark 1. Note that if M and M
′ are (µ, θ)-and (µ, θ ′ )-limit models, respectively, over M 0 and cf(θ) = cf(θ ′ ), then by a back-and-forth construction, M and M ′ are isomorphic over M 0 . Therefore Claim 1 is only interesting when cf(θ) = cf(θ ′ ).
Next we recall the definition of the dependence relation that we will be using throughout this paper: µ-splitting.
Definition 3. For M ∈ K µ an amalgamation base and p ∈ gaS(M), we say that p µ-splits over N iff N ≺ K M and there exist amalgamation bases N 1 , N 2 ∈ K µ and a ≺ K -mapping h :
While µ-splitting is not as versatile as forking, it does have the extension and uniqueness properties:
Fact 3 (Theorem I.4.10 of [15] ). Suppose that M ∈ K µ is an amalgamation base and universal over N and M ′ is an extension of M of cardinality µ inside C. If ga-tp(a/M) does not µ-split over N and there exists g ∈ Aut M (C) so that ga-tp(g(a)/M ′ ) does not µ-split over N.
Fact 4 (Theorem I.4.12 of [15] ). Suppose that N, M, M ′ ∈ K µ are amalgamation bases with M ′ universal over M and M universal over N. If p ∈ gaS(M) does not µ-split over N, then there exists a unique p ′ ∈ gaS(M ′ ) such that p ′ extends p and p ′ does not µ-split over N.
The uniqueness of limit models is related to the statement that the union of saturated models is saturated, which in first order model theory is equivalent to superstability. Therefore we will be considering µ-superstable abstract elementary classes: We will use the following definition of µ-superstability: Definition 4. K is µ-superstable if K is Galois-stable in µ and µ-splitting satisfies the property: for all infinite α < µ + , for every sequence M i | i < α of limit models of cardinality µ with M i+1 universal over M i , and for every p ∈ gaS(M α ), where M α = i<α M i , we have that there exists i < α such that p does not µ-split over M i . Remark 2. Shelah and Villaveces show that under the assumptions of Theorem 1, K is µ-superstable [13, Fact 2.1.3 and Theorem 2.2.1]. Their proof uses GCH, but in a non-essential way. At the point that they use 2 <µ = µ, the replacement of choosing minimal χ ≤ µ so that 2 χ > µ would be sufficient.
We will see that, in fact, a slightly stronger form of µ-superstability follows from categoricity. This stronger form of µ-superstability is Definition 4 with the additional condition of µ-symmetry. The property of µ-symmetry was introduced in [17] and used to prove the uniqueness of limit models assuming the amalgamation property [18, 19] . Here, we will adapt these proofs to the setting of [13] where the full amalgamation property is not assumed.
Before moving to the proof of Theorem 1, we recall a fact about directed systems. The following is implicit in the proof of Theorem III.10.1 of [15] . This fact is used to construct extensions of amalgamable towers in [15] . Key is the assumption that i<θ N i is an amalgamation base. Without this assumption, the direct limit may not lie in C. This was exactly the point in [15] where an additional assumption was introduced to resolve one of the issues with Shelah and Villaveces' proof of the uniqueness of limit models. Here we show that a related assumption to the one in [15] is not only sufficient to derive the uniqueness of limit models but it is necessary. Fact 5. Suppose that θ is a limit ordinal and M i ∈ K µ | i < θ and f i,j | i ≤ j < θ form a directed system. Assume that each M i is an amalgamation base and that each f i,j can be extended to an automorphism of C. If θ is a limit ordinal < µ + and N i | i ≤ θ is an increasing and continuous sequence of amalgamation bases so that for every i < θ, N i ≺ K M i and f i,i+1 ↾ N i = id N i , then there is a direct limit M * ≺ K C of the system and K-embeddings f i,θ | i < θ so that assumptions to derive the density of amalgamation bases from categoricity, and then they attempt to prove the uniqueness of limit models. This property of the uniqueness of limit models is not only a stepping stone to both derive the amalgamation property [9] but is also used to prove categoricity transfer results (e.g. [7, 11] ). Additionally, Shelah and Villaveces' work inspired several papers examining the uniqueness of limit models in non-categorical classes as a step to develop a classification theory for non-elementary classes [8, 22, 21, 4, 1, 17, 18] . Despite this, the main result stated in [13] remains open:
Claim 1 (The main claim, Theorem 3.37, of [13] ). Let µ and λ be cardinals so that LS(K) ≤ µ < λ. Suppose that GCH and
If K is λ-categorical and has no maximal models, then if M and M ′ are limit models of cardinality µ over M 0 , then M and M ′ are isomorphic over M 0 .
In this paper we continue the endeavor begun by Shelah and Villaveces which includes a long line of work spanning nearly twenty years: [14, 15, 16, 8, 17, 18, 19] . In many of these papers additional assumptions were added to derive the consequences of Claim 1. Here we identify an assumption that is not only sufficient, but is necessary, to prove a special case of Claim 1:
1 The union of an increasing and continuous chain of limit models M i ∈ K µ | i < α < µ + is an amalgamation base.
Corollary 1. Assumption 1 is necessary and sufficient to prove Claim 1 when λ = µ +n where 0 < n < ω.
We stated Theorem 1 using the set-theoretic assumptions of [13] , plus additional instances of the weak diamond that are needed to work with limit models of different cardinalities. However, these set-theoretic assumptions can be replaced with model-theoretic assumptions and/or eliminated:
Remark 3. The assumptions of GCH and Φ χ + (S χ + cf(χ) ) in Theorem 1 are used in three places:
• GCH is in the proof of superstability [13, Theorem 2.2.1] which we describe how to eliminate in Remark 2.
• Another use of GCH is to get limit models of each cardinality. But if we do not have limit models of cardinality µ + , then the statement of the theorem is vacuously true. The subtle point where we still use GCH is that if the theorem isn't vacuously true because we have limit models of cardinality µ + , then we will still need to use limit models of cardinality µ to prove the theorem. And, without assuming the full amalgamation property, it is unknown if µ stability and the existence of limit models of cardinality µ + are enough to imply µ stability or the density of limit models of cardinality µ.
• Finally, the diamond-like property, Φ χ + (S χ + cf(χ) ), is used to show that limit models of cardinality χ are amalgamation bases. While the conclusion of the theorem only involves models of cardinality µ = κ + , the proofs employ limit models of cardinality κ and models of cardinality larger than µ but smaller than λ.
To prove Claim 1 we show that for every pair of limit ordinals θ 1 , θ 2 < µ + , every (µ, θ 1 )-model M over M 0 can be written as a (µ, θ 2 ) over M 0 . We outline the construction here, but more details on this construction can be found in [15] and [8] . The idea is to build an increasing and continuous array of models with (θ 1 + 1)-rows and (θ 2 + 1)-columns. The (θ 1 + 1)
st -row will be constructed to be relatively full (see Definition II.6.6 of [15] ) and the union of this relatively full sequence of models is a (µ, θ 2 )-limit model. We will also construct the array so that if M j i is the model in the j th row and β th column of the array, then M j+1 β will be universal over M j β . This will witness that the union of the last column of the array is a (µ, θ 2 )-limit model. See Figure 1 .
We will view each row of the array as a tower. A tower is a sequence of length α of amalgamation bases (specifically limit models), denoted bȳ M = M i ∈ K µ | i < α , along with a sequence of designated elements a = a i ∈ M i+1 \M i | i + 1 < α , and a sequence of designated submodels
over N i , and M i is universal over N i (see Definition I.5.1 of [15] ). The class of all towers indexed by α containing models of cardinality µ is denoted by K * µ,α . When working with towers, we will use the notation T = (M ,ā,N) ∈ K * µ,α for towers of length α and other abbreviations from [17] 
The array of models demonstrating a (µ, θ 1 )-limit model which is also a (µ, θ 2 )-limit model. The notation M ≺ u N represents the statement that M is universal over N .
Notice that the sequenceM in the definition of a tower is not required to be continuous. In fact, many times we will not have continuous towers. It is exactly at the indices witnessing discontinuity that we might have a model that is not an amalgamation base over which we will need to amalgamate two extensions. Also for α a limit ordinal, a continuous tower T ∈ K * µ,α may still cause us issues if the top of the tower, i<α M i , is not an amalgamation base.
To avoid these problems we will restrict ourselves to nice or amalgamable towers. A tower T ∈ K * µ,α is nice if for every limit β < α, j<β M j is an amalgamation base. A tower T ∈ K * µ,α is amalgamable if it is nice and γ<α M γ is an amalgamation base. Trivially, under the assumption that limit models are amalgamation bases, continuous towers are nice, but they may not be amalgamable. Also notice that under Assumption 1, all towers are nice and amalgamable.
To make sure that in a given column the model in the (i + 1) st -row is universal over the model in the i th -row, we consider the following definition of tower extensions:
In [14] , we notice that in order to get the extension property for towers, the argument outlined in [13] did not seem to converge, but that a direct limit construction was sufficient. In order to carry out the direct limit construction, however, we need to restrict ourselves to amalgamable towers [15] . 
Assumption 1 will give us the extension property for towers, but in order to complete the construction depicted in Figure 1 we will need to produce continuous extensions. In particular we will need that the lower model in the figure M θ 2 θ 1 is the union of the last row of the tower. To get continuous extensions we will look at reduced towers.
Once we have the extension property for towers (Fact 6) we are able to produce reduced towers using Fact 5:
Fact 7 (Fact III.11.3 of [15] ). Under the context of Theorem 1, for every amalgamable T ∈ K * µ,α in C there exists T ′ ∈ K * µ,α a reduced extension of T in C.
Fact 8 (Lemma III.11.5 of [15] ). Under Assumption 1 and the context of Theorem 1 if T ∈ K * µ,α is reduced, then for every β < α, T ↾ β is reduced. Fact 9 (Theorem III.11.2 of [15] ). Under Assumption 1 and the context of Theorem 1 for θ a limit ordinal < µ + , if T i ∈ K * µ,α | i < θ is an <-increasing chain of continuous and reduced towers, then the union of this chain of towers is a continuous and reduced tower in K * µ,α . Reduced towers are important because they can be shown to be continuous. However, one of the gaps in [13] was in the proof that reduced towers are continuous. This was resolved in [16] for towers in K * µ,α if one assumes that K is categorical in µ + . Later fixes appear in [8] and [19] where one assumes the amalgamation property and additional model-theoretic assumptions. In this paper we show the approach in [19] can be applied in our context with limited amalgamation. Underlying the fix in [19] is the additional assumption of µ-symmetry. We restate the definition here introducing the nuance of amalgamation bases:
Definition 7 (Definition 3 of [17] ). We say that an abstract elementary class exhibits µ-symmetry if whenever models M, M 0 , N ∈ K µ and elements a and b satisfy the conditions 1-4 below, then there exists M b a limit model over M 0 , containing b, so that ga-tp(a/M b ) does not µ-split over N.
1. M is an amalgamation base and universal over M 0 and M 0 is a limit model over N.
3. ga-tp(a/M 0 ) is non-algebraic and does not µ-split over N.
ga-tp(b/M) is non-algebraic and does not
In [17] under the assumption of the amalgamation property, this notion is shown to be equivalent to the statement that reduced towers are continuous -the gap in the proof of Theorem 3.1.15 of [13] that is acknowledged and partially, but not completely, resolved in the errata [16] . VanDieren and Vasey show that for classes that satisfy the full amalgamation property, λ categoricity implies µ-symmetry for µ satisfying LS(K) ≤ µ < cf(λ) [19, Corollary 7.2] . In section 5, we verify that the arguments from [17] and [19] can be carried out in this context, thereby fully resolving the problem described in [16] . This will show the implication 1 ⇒ 2 of Theorem 1. 
Limit and Saturated Models
In this section we verify some basic facts about saturated models in the context of Theorem 1 where only a limited amount of amalgamation is assumed. In this section we make the following assumptions which follow from the assumptions of Theorem 1: Hypothesis 1. We assume that K is an abstract elementary class satisfying the following conditions for a fixed κ with LS(K) ≤ κ < λ:
1. Density of amalgamation bases of cardinality κ and κ + .
2. Limit models of cardinality κ and κ + are amalgamation bases.
3. For χ = κ and κ + , for every limit ordinal θ < χ + and every amalgamation base N ∈ K χ there exists M ∈ K a (χ, θ)-limit model extending N.
Because we do not have the full amalgamation property, it may be the case that there are two non-isomorphic Galois-saturated models of cardinality κ + in our context. For instance we might have a Galois-saturated model of cardinality κ + that is trivially saturated by way of having no or few submodels of cardinality κ that are amalgamation bases. Alternatively, we might have two saturated models: one which is an amalgamation base and one which is not. Fortunately we can avoid these kinds of anomalies in our proofs in later sections by restricting ourselves to saturated models which are dense with amalgamation bases.
Definition 8. A model M of cardinality > κ is said to be dense with κ-amalgamation bases if for every N ≺ K M of cardinality κ there exists an amalgamation base
Lemma 1. Suppose that M is a saturated model of cardinality κ + that is dense with κ-amalgamation bases. Then M is universal over N for every amalgamation base N ≺ K M of cardinality κ.
Notice that we do not require that M be an amalgamation base at this stage; however, later, in Corollary 2 this is established.
Proof. The proof is an adaptation of the proof that saturated models are model homogeneous which assumes the full amalgamation property [6, Theorem 2.12]. Let M * be a (κ, κ + )-limit model extending M which is also universal over N. We will use M * as a replacement for a monster model.
By induction on i < κ we will define increasing and continuous sequences of models N ′ i | i < κ and N i | i < κ and mappings f i | i < κ and f ′ i | i < κ so that the following properties are satisfied:
1. N i is a model of cardinality κ (note that we do not require N i to be an amalgamation base.)
is an amalgamation base of cardinality κ.
Clearly this construction is sufficient since i<κ f i ↾ N ′ is as required. The only issue that needs to be checked at limit stages is that N ′ j is an amalgamation base, but this is guaranteed by conditions 2 and 6 of the construction and Hypothesis 1.
Let us consider the successor stage:
. Notice that the diagram below commutes:
There are two cases to consider:
be an amalgamation base of cardinality κ which is a universal extension over N 
We can replace M * in the diagram with some submodelM of cardinality κ containing h[M b ] and universal over M 
Notice that (κ + , κ + )-limit models and (κ, κ + )-limit models are isomorphic:
Since the models M i in the resolution of M are all amalgamation bases, we are able to carry out the standard construction of an isomorphism f :
′ by an increasing and continuous sequence of partial mappings f i : M i → M ′ so that f 0 is the identity mapping and a
]. Proposition 1 along with the following corollaries are used in the proof of 4 ⇒ 1 of Theorem 1. A subtlety here is that the standard proofs of the uniqueness of saturated models require that the models are dense with amalgamation bases.
Corollary 2. If M is a saturated model of cardinality κ
+ that is dense with κ-amalgamation bases, then M is a (κ, κ + )-limit model.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 1.
Furthermore, we will need to show that the saturated model that we construct is in fact an amalgamation base. This follows from Proposition 1, Corollary 2, and Fact 2.
Corollary 3. If M is a saturated model of cardinality κ
+ that is dense with κ-amalgamation bases, then M is an amalgamation base.
How might we construct models that are dense with amalgamation bases? First notice that (κ, κ + )-limits are trivially dense with amalgamation bases of cardinality κ. Thus by Proposition 1, (κ + , κ + )-limit models are also dense with amalgamation bases of cardinality κ. This allows us to show that any limit model is dense with amalgamation bases: Lemma 2. For θ a limit ordinal < κ ++ , if M is a (κ + , θ)-limit model, then M is dense with amalgamation bases of cardinality κ.
Proof. Let M be a (κ + , θ)-limit model. By the uniqueness of limit models of the same cofinality we may assume that M = i<θ M i where M i | i < θ is an increasing and continuous sequence of amalgamation bases of cardinality κ + so that M i+1 is a (κ + , κ + )-limit model over M i . Then by Proposition 1, we know that each for successor i, M i can be viewed as a (κ, κ + )-limit model. For each successor i < θ, let M α i ∈ K κ | α < κ + witness that M i is a (κ, κ + )-limit model. Let N ≺ K M be a submodel of cardinality κ. We need to find an amalgamation base N ′ of cardinality κ extending N inside M. Without loss of generality, by renumbering if necessary, we may assume that M The following will also be used in the proof of 4 ⇒ 1 of Theorem 1.
Lemma 3. Suppose that θ is a limit ordinal < κ ++ . If M i | i < θ is an increasing and continuous sequence of saturated models of cardinality κ + and each is dense with κ amalgamation bases, then M := i<θ M i is dense with κ-amalgamation bases.
Proof. To see that M is dense with amalgamation bases, let N ≺ K M have cardinality κ. If there exists i < θ so that N ≺ K M i then we are done since by our assumption, M i is dense with κ amalgamation bases so there is N ′ ≺ K M i ≺ K M an amalgamation base of cardinality κ extending N as required.
So suppose that for each i < θ, N M i = N. Because each M i is saturated and dense with amalgamation bases, by Corollary 2 each M i is a (κ, κ + )-limit model. This allows us to construct an increasing and continuous sequence of amalgamation bases of cardinality κ, N i | i < θ , so that N M i ≺ K N i ≺ K M i and N i+1 is universal over N i . Notice that i<θ N i lies in M, extends N, and is a limit model and hence an amalgamation base.
Note that in Lemma 3 we cannot conclude outright that i<θ M i is also saturated without assuming some superstability.
Symmetry and reduced towers
In this section we discuss the connection between the uniqueness of limit models and µ-symmetry. This is used to prove 1 ⇒ 2 of Theorem 1.
For this section we make the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2. We assume that K is an abstract elementary class satisfying the following conditions for every κ with LS(K) ≤ κ < λ,
1. Limit models of cardinality κ are amalgamation bases.
2. For every limit ordinal θ < κ + and every amalgamation base N ∈ K κ there exists M ∈ K a (κ, θ)-limit model over N.
3. K is κ-superstable.
The union of an increasing chain of limit models of cardinality κ is an amalgamation base (Assumption 1).
We show that the arguments from [17] and [19] can be carried out without the amalgamation property, if we assume only Hypothesis 2, to prove that reduced towers are continuous in categorical classes: Theorem 2. Suppose that Hypothesis 2 holds. Suppose that λ and µ are cardinals so that there exists 0 < n < ω so that LS(K) ≤ µ < µ +n = λ. If K is categorical in λ, then reduced towers in K * µ,α are continuous if α < µ + .
Proof. When we take n = 1, Theorem 2 reduces to Theorem 2 of [16] . The case n > 1 of Theorem 2 is proved by first showing that µ-symmetry implies that reduced towers are continuous (Theorem 3) and then deriving µ-symmetry from categoricity in λ = µ +n (Theorem 5).
The remainder of the section is dedicated to prove the two theorems referenced in the proof of Theorem 2. In order to prove Theorem 5, we need the converse of Theorem 3. We begin by establishing the equivalence of µ-symmetry and the statement that reduced towers of cardinality µ are continuous (Theorem 3 and its converse Theorem 4). Then we finish the section by proving that µ-symmetry can be derived from categoricity in µ +n for some 0 < n < ω (Theorem 5).
Theorem 3 (Adaptation of Theorem 5 of [17] ). Suppose that Hypothesis 2 holds and that Assumption 1 holds. If K has symmetry for non-µ-splitting, then for (M ,ā,N) ∈ K * µ,α a reduced tower, we can conclude thatM is a continuous sequence (i.e. for every limit ordinal β < α, we have M β = γ<β M γ ). Proof. Suppose K has symmetry for non-µ-splitting, but reduced towers are not necessarily continuous. Let (M ,ā,N) ∈ K * µ,α be a discontinuous reduced tower in C of minimal length, α. Notice that by Fact 8, we can conclude that α = δ + 1 for some limit ordinal δ and that the failure of continuity must occur at δ. Let b ∈ M δ \ γ<δ M γ witness the discontinuity of the tower. By Assumption 1, γ<δ M γ must be an amalgamation base.
By the minimality of α and the density of reduced towers (Fact 7 and Fact 9) we can construct a <-increasing and continuous chain of reduced, continuous towers Our next step is to consider the tower formed by the diagonal elements in Figure 3 . In particular let T diag be the tower in K * µ,δ extending T ↾ δ whose models are
We will explain how we can use this tower to find a towerT δ ∈ K * µ,δ extending T diag with b ∈ j<δM δ j . This will be enough to contradict our assumption that T was reduced.
We define
We will define this directed system by induction on k, with i * +2 ≤ k ≤ α. The base case i * + 2 is determined by condition 1. To cover the successor case, suppose that k = j + 1. By our choice of i * , we have ga-tp(b/ l<α M l l ) does not µ-split over M i * i * . So in particular by monotonicity of non-splitting, we notice:
Using the definition of towers, the choice of i * , and the fact that M j+1 j+1 was chosen to be a (µ, δ)-limit over N j+1 , we can apply symmetry to a j+1 , M ) does not µ-split over N j+1 (see Figure  4) . Since M b j+1 is a limit model over M j+1 j+1 , there exits f j,j+1 :
is also universal over f j,j+1 (M j j ). Notice that condition 8 of the construction is satisfied because of (2), invariance, and our choice of f j,j+1 ↾ M j+1 j+1 = id. Therefore, it is easy to check thatT j+1 defined by the modelsM
are as required. Then the rest of the directed system can be defined by the induction hypothesis and the mappings f l,j+1 := f l,j • f j,j+1 for i * + 2 ≤ l < j. Now consider the limit stage k of the construction. First, letT k and f j,k | i * + 2 ≤ j < k be a direct limit of the system defined so far. We use the`notation since these are only approximations to the tower and mappings that we are looking for. We will have to take some care to find a direct limit that contains b in order to satisfy Condition 7 of the construction. By Assumption 1, our induction hypothesis, and Fact 5, we may choose this direct limit to lie in C so that for all j < k
, and j<kM k j is a limit model witnessed by condition 6 of the construction. Additionally, because T diag ↾ k is continuous, the towerT k composed of the modelsM
We will next show that for every j < k,
To see this, recall that for every j < k, by the definition of a direct limit,
. By condition 8 of the construction, we know
j+1 is universal over M j j by construction, we can apply our assumption of µ-superstability to (3) yielding
i * +1 ). We can then apply the uniqueness of non-splitting extensions to (4) 
We will then defineT k to be the tower g(T k ) and the mappings for our directed system will be f j,k := g •f j,k for all i * + 2 ≤ j < k. This completes the construction. Now that we haveT δ a tower extending T ↾ δ which contains b, we are in a situation similar to the proof in case 1). To contradict that T is reduced, we need only lengthenT δ to a discontinuous extension of the entire (M ,ā,N ) tower by taking the δ th model to be some extension of i<δM i i which is also universal over M δ . This is possible because all the models lie in C. This discontinuous extension of (M,ā,N ) along with b witness that (M ,ā,N ) cannot be reduced.
Next we adapt the proof of Theorem 5 of [17] to prove the converse of Theorem 3.
Theorem 4 (Adaptation of Theorem 5 of [17] ). Suppose that Hypothesis 2 holds. If every (M ,ā,N) ∈ K * µ,α reduced tower is continuous (i.e. for every limit ordinal β < α, we have M β = i<β M i ), then K has symmetry for non-µ-splitting.
Proof. Suppose that M is an amalgamation base and universal over M 0 and that M 0 is a limit model over N and so that all these models lie in C. Fix b so that the non-algebraic ga-tp(b/M) does not µ-split over N with b ∈ C. Fix a ∈ M\M 0 . Without loss of generality, by monotonicity of non-splitting, we may assume that M is a limit model over M 0 . Let M i | i < δ witness this. We can arrange that M i+1 is a limit model over M i and a ∈ M 1 . To prove µ-symmetry, we will find M b a limit model over M 0 containing b and extending N so that ga-tp(a/M b ) does not µ-split over N. We start by building a tower of length δ + 1. We'll use the models in the sequence M i | i < δ as the first part of the tower and we'll define M δ to be some limit model extending M containing b. We will set a 0 := a and for 0 < i < δ we can choose a i ∈ M i+1 \M i realizing the extension of ga-tp(a/M 0 ) to M i that does not µ-split over N. Then set N i := N for each i. Refer to the tower of length δ + 1 defined this way as T .
Notice that T is discontinuous at δ; therefore by our assumption, it is not reduced. However at this place of discontinuity, i<δ M i is a limit model and hence an amalgamation base. Therefore T is amalgamable. By the µ-superstability assumptions, our assumption that reduced towers are continuous, and Fact 7, we can find T ′ in C extending T that is reduced, and continuous. By the continuity of this tower, since b appears in the tower, there exists j < δ so that b ∈ M This implies there exists an automorphism g of C fixing f (M) so that g(f (b)) = b. By invariance and by our choice of f and g fixing N with g(f (M
We claim that
By our choice of f taking a j * to a 0 , we get
Because g fixes f (M) and Proof. Assumption 1 implies that all towers are nice. Theorem 2 of of [16] states that all reduced nice towers of cardinality µ are continuous provided that the class is categorical in µ + . Then Theorem 4 gives us µ-symmetry.
Now that we have symmetry in λ from categoricity in λ + we can adapt the proof of Corollary 18 of [18] to transfer symmetry from λ down to µ where µ +n = λ for some 1 < n < ω in this context in which the full amalgamation property is not assumed. To transfer symmetry even further down past a limit cardinal we will need to adapt the proof of the Theorem 1.1 of [19] which appears in an upcoming paper.
Theorem 5. Under Hypothesis 2, categoricity in µ +n for some 0 < n < ω implies µ-symmetry for all µ ≥ LS(K).
Proof. By Corollary 4 it is enough to show that µ + -symmetry implies µ-symmetry. This is an adaptation of the proof of Theorem 2 of [18] . Suppose K does not have symmetry for µ-non-splitting. By Theorem 4 and Hypothesis 2, K has a reduced discontinuous tower. Let α be the minimal ordinal such that K has a reduced discontinuous tower of length α. By Fact 8, we may assume that α = δ + 1 for some limit ordinal δ. Fix T = (M ,ā,N) ∈ K * µ,α a reduced discontinuous tower with b ∈ M δ \ β<δ M β . By Fact 7, Fact 9, and the minimality of α, we can build an increasing and continuous chain of reduced, continuous towers
If ga-tp(a β /M 
β . This is possible since all of these models lie in C. Since T µ + is discontinuous, by Theorem 3 and our µ + -symmetry assumption, we know that it is not reduced. However, by Hypothesis 2, our µ + -symmetry assumption, Theorem 3 and Fact 7 imply that there exists a reduced, continuous tower T * ∈ K * µ + ,α extending T µ + in C. By multiple applications of Fact 7, we may assume that in Proof of 1 ⇒ 2 of Theorem 1. This is the content of [15] along with Theorem 2.
(perhaps of no relation to M 0 ). By categoricity in λ we may assume without loss of generality that there is N ∈ K λ so that Proof of 3 ⇒ 4 of Theorem 1. This argument is an adaptation of the proof of Theorem 20 of [18] . Fix M = i<θ M i where M i ∈ K κ + | i < θ is an increasing and continuous sequence of saturated models dense with amalgamation bases. Fix N ≺ K M an amalgamation base of cardinality κ. Let p := ga-tp(a/N). Suppose for the sake of contradiction that p is not realized in M.
We can use the assumption that each M i is dense with amalgamation bases and the Downward Löwenheim-Skolem axiom to find N i ∈ K κ | i < θ an increasing and continuous sequence of amalgamation bases so that N M i ⊆ N i ≺ K M i for each i < θ. Because each M i+1 is κ + -saturated and dense with amalgamation bases, by Lemma 1 we may further select this sequence so that N i+1 is universal over N i . Notice that i<θ N i is a (κ, θ)-limit model and hence an amalgamation base. Because we are assuming that a / ∈ M, we know that a / ∈ i<θ N i . This allows us to assume without loss of generality that N is the (κ, θ)-limit model i<θ N i and p := ga-tp(a/N) is a Galois-type omitted in M.
Then by κ-superstability, we may assume without loss of generality that p does not κ-split over N 0 , by possibly renumbering the sequencesN andM .
For each i < θ, because M i is κ + -saturated and dense with amalgamation bases, by Corollary 2 and Proposition 1, M i is isomorphic to both a (κ, κ + )-limit model and a (κ + , κ + )-limit model. So, inside each M i we can find a (κ + , κ + )-limit model witnessed by a sequence that we will denote by M α i ∈ K κ + | α < κ + , and we may arrange the enumeration so that N i ≺ KM Then, by the uniqueness of non-splitting extensions, it must be the case that ga-tp(b/N j ) κ-splits over N 0 . By invariance, ga-tp(f i,θ (b)/f * i,θ (N j )) κ-splits over N 0 .
By monotonicity of non-splitting, the definition of b, and choice of N * containing f * i,θ (N), (8) implies ga-tp(b * /N * ) κ-splits over N 0 . This contradicts (7) .
Since b |= p ↾ N j for all j < θ and p ↾ N j does not κ-split over N 0 , κ-superstability implies that ga-tp(b/N) does not κ-split over N 0 . By uniqueness of non-κ-splitting extensions ga-tp(b/N) = p. Since b ∈ M i , we are done.
Proof of 4 ⇒ 1 of Theorem 1. First notice that by Lemma 2 every limit model is dense with amalgamation bases. Next we show that by 4 every limit model of cardinality µ = κ + is saturated. To see this consider N a limit model of cardinality κ + witnessed by N i | i < θ . By κ + -applications of Fact 2, for each N i we can find N To prove 1 , suppose that M i | i < θ is an increasing and continuous chain of limit models each of cardinality κ + . By the previous paragraph we can apply 4 to the sequence M i | i < θ to conclude that M := i<θ M i is saturated. By Lemma 3, M is dense with amalgamation bases. By Corollary 3, M is an amalgamation base as required.
The question remains: Are the assumptions of Theorem 1 enough on their own to prove that the union of an increasing and continuous chain of limit models is an amalgamation base? This is answered affirmatively in [2] .
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